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From the very first experiences, I felt the need to pay the utmost 
attention to my equipment, with an obsessive relationship that 
allowed me to always feel safe when spearfishing.

I have pushed myself in search of new solutions, to increase the 
pleasure of spearfishing. Many accessories that I have created 
have become an added value that has allowed me to combine 
comfort and efficiency.

Marco Bardi
You can tell the level of a spearfisherman  
also by the details of his equipment

DESIGN AND INNOVATION

Marco Bardi
   and the accessories
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The design of this new accessories line is something I really care a lot 
about. It was possible to realize it only with the people who have always 
believed in me, allowing me to study, select, test and create each 
product.

For this reason, I have chosen to work with C4. In this company, I have 
found the will to carry out a reliable and constant project over time, 
based on the common passion for this sport.

The accessories line, which bears my name, is a constantly evolving 
project. Our goal is in fact to improve and make even more comfortable 
the small equipment that we consider fundamental for the success of 
day out sperfishing.

scan the code with your smartphone 
to find information sheets
and video tutorials
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C4 insoles have been designed specifically for 
diving. The design and materials used are spe-
cific for the use in diving fin shoes.

Ergonomic
fin insoles

FIN SOLES

The insoles adapt 
perfectly to all C4 
fin pockets but they 
can also be used with 
many of the other foot 
pockets on the market.

Thanks to their anatomical 
shape, C4 insoles increase 

the comfort inside the fin 
shoe pockets which, having 

the same shape for the right 
and left foot, feature many 

empty spaces.

C4 insoles allows the 
use of fin pockets 

of a larger size with 
neoprene socks in a 
different thick-ness.

The reduction 
of space also 

minimises the 
flow of cold water 

inside the shoe 
thus keeping the 

foot warmer in the 
winter and reducing 

the risk of cramps.
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0AC4ERF38
0AC4ERF41
0AC4ERF44

EU 
38/41 

41/43  

44/47

US
 6/8.5  

8.5/10

10/13Marco Bardi
Once you try them once, it’s 
guaranteed you will never go 
fishing without them

C4 insoles are available in 
3 sizes that can be used in 

footpockets from size 38 to 
45, thanks to the possibility of 

being cut to size on pre-existing 
cutting lines.

The insoles greatly 
improve the planar 

shape of the shoes 
under the foot arch, 
eliminating the void 
and thus increasing 

the control of kicking 
and optimising the 

propulsive force.
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0ACMB003

FISH HOLDER

Marco Bardi
Without the fish holder on my belt it is as if I 
am missing something essential and this is the 
best I have ever used

This belt fish holder can be used 
both on the right and on the left 
and can be placed on the belt 
without removing the weights.

Belt fish 
holder kit

Allows you to quickly 
store away the fish 
allowing you to start 
quickly to a new action.

Putting a few fish 
on the belt helps 

camouflage the diver 
and intrigue other fish.

Liquids lost by the 
fish on the belt attract 
other nearby fish.
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0GLC4DYS
0GLC4DYM
0GLC4DYL

0GLC4DYXL

MADE IN ITALY


0ABBC4CS S-XXL

GLOVES

Marco Bardi
When you wear these gloves you 
feel safer and more effective

These gloves are made in 
high modulus thermoplastic 
polyethylene. 

Gloves Dyn
Polyethilene 

DYN gloves are available 
in 4 sizes: S, M, L and XL.

The material has anti-slip 
properties allowing the diver to 
grab fish and other objects in 
complete safety.

They are ideal during the summer or in 
warmer waters and the thermoplastic 
polyethylene material guarantees 
excellent hand sensitivity thanks to its 
softness.

Made with 
waterproof fabric 

featuring a certified 
level 5 anti-cut 

resistance.

Swimming 
Shorts

Swimming shorts with a modern cut, 
designed and produced in Italy just 
for C4 with an exclusive carbon effect 
texture.

Marco Bardi
There are generic swimming shorts and special 
swimming shorts, the difference is in the 
satisfaction when wearing it. 

With a comfortable
carrying bag

Supplied with a carbon 
key ring that enriches

its aesthetics.

Dries quickly

SIZE
CHART
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0UC4SO2S-2/6


0ACMB004S-2/6

Marco Bardi
A neoprene wetsuit with an 
excellent price quality ratio

UNDERSUIT

Preshaped neoprene undersuit made 
in single lined 2mm neoprene with a 
highly stretchable lining on the inside 
and smooth skin neoprene on the 
outside. Available in two versions: 
basic and with hood.

superstretch 
2mm 

The very elastic hood 
features a minimal 
thickness and can be 
used both with a full 
wetsuit and un-der a 
sigle piece suit without 
a hood.undersuits

The hooded 
version can 
also be used 
in watersports 
where protection 
is needed - 
freedom of 
movement, such as 
freediving training 
in the pool and 
swimming in the 
sea.

The model 
without 
hood is the 
most used in 
spearfishing 
because it 
facilitates the 
freedom of 
dressing and 
wearing under 
the wetsuit.

HOODED VERSION

BASIC

This undersuit improves the diver thermal 
protection in between seasons, when 
wearing a thicker wetsuit is not yet a 
necessity, without compromising his 

comfort.

It can be wore 
under any wetsuit, 
including single lined 
wetsuits.

It comes in 4 
sizes from 2 
to 5.

The undersuit is 
longer on the pelvis 
for a higher thermal 

protection which 
makes it easier to 

wear.Prodotto realizzato 
con neoprene super 

elastico liscio 
all’esterno e con 

fodera scorrevole 
all’interno.
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0KC4C

0KC4C050
0KC4C250


0KC4A

0KC4A050

250 ml

50 ml

50 ml

MADE IN ITALY

MADE IN ITALY

Marco Bardi
After using it once, fogging 
has been just an old memory

Marco Bardi
You will never spit again on 
your mask lenses

Available in containers 
with sprayers in size 50ml 

and 250ml . 

The first degreasing products on the market 
specifically designed for diving masks, new and 
used, which prevents fogging problems
and no side effects. 

Cleaner
Absolute

Available in containers 
with sprayers in size 
50ml and 250ml . 

The ideal product to be applied on the glass lenses 
of diving masks which have been previ-ously 
treated with the ABSOLUTE CLEANER and on the 
polycarbonate lenses of swimming goggles. 

Antifog
Extreme

DETERGENTS
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0KC4GL001                


0ACMB005

30 g.

MADE IN ITALY

MADE IN ITALY

Marco Bardi
Excellent easy to use glue

Marco Bardi
This is the best glue I’ve ever used.”

REPAIR ACCESSORIES

Liquid black glue 
for the repair of all 
neoprene equipment. 
30 gram tube with 
spout that facilitates 
application.

Glue featuring a fast and strong adhesive power. 20 gram 
tube with a safety cap that allows it to be used for a long 
time without the risk of the glue degrading.

Glue
Neoprene 

Glue
Cyano Acrylate 

It guarantees high resistance 
in all types of bonding.

Ideal for quick bonding 
of almost all types of 
materials.

Made in Italy under 
European regulations.

It comes with 
detailed instructions 
with a tutorial video.

• Made in Italy under 
European regulations.

20 g.
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0KC4RP01

MADE IN ITALY

MADE IN ITALY

Marco Bardi
Substituting the rails is really 
easy with this kit

REPAIR ACCESSORIES

Repair kit specifically designed to substitute 
broken fin rails on all C4 carbon fiber blades 
featured on 300 and 400 fins.

Repair Kit
Fin Guides 

Constant
Water Rail 

The kit features two 
thermoplastic rails and a 2g 
cyanoacrylate glue specific 
for bonding plastic and 
carbon fiber. 

An instruction manual 
and a tutorial video 
are easily accessible 
through a QR code 
featured on the 
package.

300+400

Water rails are profiles to be applied to the sides of the 
blades to channel the water, stabilise the kick, protect 
against impacts and avoid noise.

Both models are sold by 
the meter in two color 

versions: black or white.

The “U” water rail has a 
lower and more curved 

profile that captures 
less water but has less 

dispersion, so the blade 
is more manageable.

The “T” water rail has a 
taller profile that channels 
more water, so the blade 
becomes stiffer and more 
powerful.

They can be glued to both 
carbon and plastic fin blades. 
For safe gluing, we recommend 
to use C4 rapid glue.

Marco Bardi
There is no comparison in using fins with 
or without these profiles: the difference is 
huge.
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0ACMB001


0ACMB002SS


0ACMB002CS

Marco Bardi
I use this line winder 
when I need a thick 
line to rewind and 
calibrate quickly

High capacity floating line winder.

Line Winder
Professional

Double side handle 
to facilitate the 
rewinding of the line.

Specific eyelets to 
block the line to size, 
both on the diver’s side 
and on the buoy side.

Strong buoyancy 
to compensate 
for the weight of 
the line.

LINE ACCESSORIES

BungeeElastic 

It reduces the jerks 
of the caught fish - 
limiting the risk of 
losing it.

It avoids line 
vibrations on the 

speargun tube, that 
frighten the fish.

It reduces the stroke end 
of the shot reducing the 
wear of the monofilament 
on the shaft.

Marco Bardi
It is an indispensable 
accessory for the correct 
setup of every speargunThis elastic bungee facilitates the insertion 

of the line into the speargun mechanism 
even while wearing gloves.
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0KC4ALW


0LC42000

Marco Bardi
They are more hydrodynamic - they do 
not clutter - they have no edges

Marco Bardi
I have always said that any spearfisherman should 
have at least one or two quick-release easy to use 
weights on the belt”

Easy to insert 
and remove 
from any weight 
belt.

1Kg quick release weight, to quickly change the 
floatability in the water or to be positioned on the 
bottom, attached to the buoy’s line.

Weight
Quick Release 

Features a D-Ring for 
quick attachment of a 
carabiner and line.

Black anti-glare and 
impact resistant plastic 

protection.

Anatomic 500g ankle lead weight ideal 
for balancing the flotation of the legs. 

Weight
Lead Ankle 

Painted 
with a soft 
protective 
paint.

It features 
two holes on 
each side to 
allow better 

fixing.

WEIGHTS
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0ACMB025                 


0ACMB027                 

Camouflage neoprene weight backpack,
simple and effective that can carry from 
2 to 6 kg

Weight Backpack 
with fringes

Comfortable to wear, 
quick to release

Adjustable and elastic 
system.

The dynamic fringe 
system improves 
camouflage

Marco Bardi
This neoprene backpack 
features a modern and 
effective design

Modular ballast system that allows you to use from 2 
to 12 kg.

Weight Backpack 12Kg

The weights can be 
removed and inserted 

while spearfishing.

Marco Bardi
The best system for those who need a lot 
of weight or for those who have to vary the 
ballast often

It can contain from 2 to 12 
kg of weight distributed over 

a large area of the body

It is worn
comfortably
and it dries quickly
after use.

WEIGHT SUPPORT
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0ACMB022


0ACMB029                 

Rigid POM plastic 
plate - to be applied 
in the weight belt

protection
Lumbar 

Protects the 
lumbar area from 
the load of the 
ballast It keeps the 

belt firmer both 
horizontally and 

vertically.

It allows the body to limit the 
warping effect that brings 
the torso and legs up, thus 
improving the technique.

Marco Bardi
Three important 
advantages in an easy 
and comfortable to use 
accessory

Anchoring system for weight belts and backpacks.

Crotch belt

Easy to hook and 
secure in case of an 
automatic release

Adjustable system that 
allows both the belt and the 
backrest not to move in any 

direction.

SOLUTION 1 HOOK 
ABOVE THE EDGE OF 

THE BELT

SOLUTION 2 HOOK 
ABOVE THE PIN OF 

THE BUCKLE

Maximum comfort 
under the crotch 

thanks to the elastic 
silicone band.

Marco Bardi
It’s really comfortable to have the 
belt and the backrest always fixed 
in the position I prefer

WEIGHT SUPPORT
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0CFMC4001

This universal mask cover helps to 
dynamically camouflage the head and 
face of the diver, and reduces the risk of 
water infiltrating the mask.

Universal camouflaged 
neoprene mask cover

The camouflage 
fringes move like 

seaweed above your 
head.

They camouflage the 
most protruding parts 

of the face.

The elastic support base under the 
nose helps seal one of the main 
points of entry of water into the 

mask.

Marco Bardi
“I recommend it in shallow and medium waters, 
because you only need to use it once to see 
how the fish approach you much easier”

SPEARFISHING ACCESSORIES
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0FLC4SUN

Marco Bardi
They won’t make you catch more fish 
but they will surely make you look cool

SUNGLASSES

C4 sunglasses have been specifically 
designed for the use at sea.

Sunglasses
Floating

On the inside of the frame they feature 
a sponge, made of floating and water-
repellent ma-terial, that allows them to be 
easily recovered on the surface, in case of 
an accidental drop in the water.

The glasses have 
polarized mirrored 
lenses ideal for the use 
on a boat. 

They feature 
detachable arms and an 
elastic strap.

they are sold in a 
rigid EVA box with a 
lens cleaning cloth.
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0BAGC4ST10


0BAGC4ST45

Marco Bardi
To me, dry bags are an 
indispensable accessory.”

Sturdy watertight bags for storing and keeping clothes and 
gear dry. Featured in two sizes. The 10 Lt bag is ideal for 
carrying documents and small items. The 45 Lt bag is ideal 
for clothes and bigger equipment.

Waterproof Bags
Coated Pvc 

Easy to wash and 
dry them thanks 
to the specific 
handle on the 
bottom to store it 
upside down.

Made with high 
resistance coated 
PVC they are

Waterproof closures 
that make them 
watertight and 
floating, even in case 
of an accidental fall 
into the sea.

Easy to carry
and to store.

WATERPROOF BAGS
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0MEGRC4L


0MEGRC4S


0BAGC4NY

Marco Bardi
“The need for use occurs more often 
than one might imagine for many 
purposes. I find them comfortable 
and useful”.

bags
Mesh 

They allow you to 
carry and wash 
the transported 
objects directly in 
the bag.

They can be transported 
attached to the buoy to 
carry fish and difficult-
to-place objects.

They are made with 
tear-resistant perforated 
fabric and they feature a 
reinforced bottom.

MESH BAGS

C4 Mesh bags are ideal for transporting 
freediving, snorkelling or spearfishing 
equipment,  both out of the water and in 
the water.
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0ACMB026                 


0ACMB030


0ACC000001               


0ACC000002

ACCESSORI

Made in stainless steel. Can be 
assembled on all C4 slides.

Specific slide for Gladius and Mr Carbon 
2 spearguns for quick coupling with the 
Universal bracket.

Universal Bracket 
for camera

slide
Gladius & Mr Carbon 

Easy to apply and 
remove

Quick 
coupling 

and release 
thanks to 

the Universal 
bracket.

Locking safety system

Absence of movement 
and vibration for clean 

shots

Sturdy and stable

Quick and safe assembly 
on C4 spearguns - but 
it can also be adapted 
to other spearguns by 
means of two simple 
screws.

Marco Bardi
Reliable system to enhance underwater 
shots with Cam on the speargun

Marco Bardi
Slide and bracket are 
made in the typical C4 
style of quality and 
precision

Original key rings cut from a 100% 
carbon fiber plate, for those who like 
to identify themselves.

Carbon 
keychain

Lightweight and 
robust

Ideal for true 
carbon fiber 

lovers

C4 exclusive design

Marco Bardi
I see it as a hallmark. Every sport or discipline 
has some dedicated object and I think we must 
have it too
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0MAC4BOX


0SC4SSC001

Marco Bardi
In your bag, this box will do a great 
job in protecting your mask

MISCELLANOUS  ACCESSORIES

Protective container for masks, rigid and light, 
made of thermoformed polyethylene coupled with 
polyester fabric. 

Freediving and 
swimming cap 
made in high 
quality anallergic 
silicone in a 
variable thickness. 

Mask 
Box

Cap
Swimming 

Extremely soft and 
comfortable, it features 
a special carbon fiber 
finish and an ergonomic 
shape.

Marco Bardi
The greater 
thickness 
of the this 
cap does not 
compromise 
its comfort 
thanks to 
the highest 
quality silicone 
used to 
manufacture it

The internal 
fabric protects 
the mask from 
scratches and 

bumps. 

The container 
features a zipper 
and can be very 
useful to carry 
other objects 
such as: video 
cameras, diving 
computers and 
car keys.
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0KC4CWB


0KC4NCS


0ACMB031

Water repellent protective cover for car seats made 
of 3mm Nylon double lined neoprene. 

Neoprene
Car Seat Cover

Thanks to this accessory, the diver can drive 
between diving sites wearing a wetsuit with-out 

the risk of getting the car seats wet or dirty.

Marco Bardi
In my car, there are always two car 
seat covers

500Ml soft flask made in TPU with a silicone mouth 
piece featuring a nylon lanyard for easy carrying. 

FlaskSoft

It is floatable and it can be operated 
with just one hand.

Marco Bardi
The most comfortable water bottle 
I have ever used at sea

The flask has been 
designed to be 

carried on a diving 
buoy allowing the 
diver to stay hy-

drated during the 
time out at sea. 

MISCELLANOUS  ACCESSORIES

Valve to be applied to the wetsuit pants to urinate 
freely during spearfishing without having to take your 
wetsuit pants down.

Convenience of 
execution.

Marco Bardi
“It may seem uncomfortable even from an 
aesthetic point of view, but you just need to 
use it once to understand how useful it is 
and to never do without it again” 

Greater thermal 
stability without any 

liquids in the suit.

Improved personal 
hygiene.

valve “liquidout”
Pants Neoprene
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0ACMB028


0ACMB007


0ACMB006

SNAP HOOKS

Standard shape carabiner made in highly 
resistant Nylon.

Nylon carabiner featuring a double eyelet 
that rotates 360 °. Ideal for connecting two 
lines, even different ones, and avoiding the 
classic line twisting.

CarabinerPom

Pom Carabiner 
Swivelling 

It does not produce 
unwanted noise or 
light reflections.

Exclusive design specific 
for spearfishing.

Light and ease 
of use.

It is light and does not cause the 
line to sink.

It allows you to always have the line 
stretched out in a linear way without it rolling 

up on it-self.
Ideal for carrying objects that can get 
twisted together on the buoy.

Marco Bardi
I believe that carabiners are 
extremely useful accessories - and 
this one is the one I use most

Marco Bardi
I hate the line and 
objects that twist 
around themselves and, 
thanks to this carabiner 
the problem is solved

BREAKING FORCE 60 kg. !!

Safe and comfortable system to 
carry the knife or reel on the arm.

Elastic 
armband

Stability that improves 
use.

Remarkable durability 
over time.

Convenience of positioning 
and adjustment.

Marco Bardi
I use it above all for the knife and the reel on the 
arm and it is a very valid solution
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0ACMB008


0ACMB009
0ACMB010
0ACMB011

BUOY LINE ACCESSORIES

Specific float for lines of all kinds 
used in spearfishing.

Special line that stretches effortlessly 
up to 3 times its original size. Available 
in 3 sizes: 4m, 8m and 12m.

Floater 
Line 

For Buoys
Elastic Lines

It allows the line to 
remain vertical above 
the scuba diver, 
limiting its intrigue in 
the roughness of the 
seabed.

It allows to always keep 
the buoy above the 
vertical of the diver.

It makes it easier to 
locate the exact point 
on the seabed where 
the line is positioned.

In the event of a 
current, it reduces the 
voltage on the buoy 
and facilitates its 
transport.

You can quickly adjust 
the size as needed.

It reduces the traction 
of the waves and the 

wind on the buoy and 
reduces the risk of 

losing it.

Marco Bardi
After using it for the first 
time, you’ll regret not 
having done it before! It’s 
very comfortable

Marco Bardi
The elastic line is 
simply indispensable
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0TOC4CRI


0ACMB012

This plier has been specifically designed 
and manufactured by C4 for the crimping 
of single or double sleeves in the most 
commonly used sizes in spearfishing. 

Crimp sleeves, ideal for 
monofilaments and rigid lines. 
Made of burnished metal.

Plier
Climping 

The holes featured 
on the head of the 
plier have diameters: 
2.2mm, 3.0mm e 
4.0mm.

Specific for 
underwater 

fishing.

Easy to use, they 
simplify all crimping 
operations.

Excellent seal 
with a minimum 
volume.

The closure of the jaws has a minimum 
tolerance, allowing for a precise crimping of the 
sleeves on nylon monofilament and other types 
of lines in the most commonly used diameters.

The plier features a 
hot tempered steel 

head and metal sheet 
handles. 

For Line Crimping
Sleeves

Marco Bardi
Once you realise the 
importance of a line with 
sleeves well crimped, you just 
can’t go without it anymore.

Marco Bardi
Line crimping is a 
fundamental operation in 
spearfishing. When you have 
specific accessories available, 
it becomes a pleasure to do it 

PLIER AND SLEEVES
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0KC4DR01


0ACMB021                 

Plastic protection for the tip of shafts.

Shaft Tip 
protection

Easy to spot thanks to the 
bright color.

SPEARGUN ACCESSORIES

D-ring made in stainless steel to facilitate 
the attachment of a carabiner or other 
accessories on the belt.

D-Ring
Stainless Steel 

Made in Italy with high 
quality stainless steel.

It completes the weight 
belt, with a very sturdy 
attachment point.

It can resists strong pulls - 
such as the ballast retrieval 
from the seabed.

Marco Bardi
I have never used such a 
reliable D-Ring

Very safe, even in case 
of strong pressure on 
the tip.

Features holes for 
a lanyard - to hang 
or pull.

Marco Bardi
“It will be appreciated by those 
looking for the simplest, most 
comfortable and safest solution”
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0ACMB014


0ACMB015


0ACMB016

O-RINGS

O-RINGS have the purpose of keeping the shaft barb in 
position. The movement of the barb can interfere in the 
shooting phase, or cause noise that can scare the fish.
To meet the various needs - 3 models with different 
features have been developed.

60 Shore
Red O-ring 

50 Shore
Black O-ring 

O-Rings
for shaft   
     barbs

Pure latex
O-Ring

Easy to spot on the 
surface, thanks to the 
red color that goes 
darker in depth.

The pure latex O-Ring 
is the most elastic 
model. It is less bulky 
because it has a 
reduced thickness and 
it has no protrusion.

The major advantage 
of this O-ring is 

that it allows for a 
cleaner line of sight 

but is slightly less 
comfortable in its use.

It is easy to grab 
even with gloves 
thanks to a small 
protrusion.

Made with a hardness of 
50 shA, it is more elastic 
than the red model but 
slightly less resistant to 
cuts and tears.

It is easy to grasp, even with 
gloves, thanks to the small 
protrusion, it is suitable for 
those who prefer elasticity 

and comfort over greater 
resistance.

The 60 shA hardness 
allows this O-Ring to be 

sufficiently elastic for any 
type of shaft but, at the 

same time, to have greater 
resistance over time.

It is therefore suitable 
for those who prefer 

the balance between 
practicality, elasticity and 

resistance.

Marco Bardi
“Having the correct type of O-Ring for shaft barbs that best 
meets our needs gives a certain satisfaction
With this assortment of O-Rings, the era of adapted and 
uncomfortable O-Rings is over.”



C4 Srl   

Via Cesare Battisti, 40

20847 Albiate (MB) ITALY

Ph. +39.0362.1573081

infosales@c4carbon.com

C 4 C A R B O N . C O M

scan the code with 
your smartphone to 
find information sheets
and video tutorials


